2015 Homecoming Themes

(1961) Romans and Greeks – Roman and Greek mythology
(1967) Roaring 20's – Anything that deals with the 1920's
(1970) Junior Comes of Age - Babies & Toddlers
(1971) First Down & Goals to Go – Football themed
(1973) Joe Cool is here – Snoopy themed
(1975) Griffis in the center ring – Circus themed
(1977) Oscar Winning Performances – Performances that won Oscars in 1977
(1979) Warner Brothers Cartoons – Cartoons such as Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, etc…. (Looney Tunes)
(1982) Great American Heroes – American Heroes throughout the 1900s
(1984) Nursery Rhymes – Basic Nursery Rhymes throughout the years
(1986) City to City – Cities throughout the United States
(1987) MWSC goes to the movies – Movies in 1987
(1989) Animated Western World – Cartoons throughout the years (Excluding Warner Brothers)
(1989) Conquering the airwaves – Music of the 80s
(1991) The future is here and SEMO is history – Back to the future themed
(1992) MWSC goes to the beach – Beach Themed
(1993) MWSC visits OZ – Wizard of Oz themed
(1997) MWSC goes retro – Disco themed
(2005) University Studios – Based off of the “Universal Studios” Theme Park
(2006) Griffons to the rescue – Superhero themed
(2007) **The Best Homecoming Ever** – Based off of the VH1 show “Best Week Ever”

(2008) **Star Spangled Griff** – USA themed

(2009) **Back in time to ’69’** – Based off of the year 1969

(2011) **Griffon Pride.... Keeping it real** – Based off of Reality Shows

(2012) **Where Dreams Come True** – Disney Themed

(2013) **Griffon Game Changers** – Board Game themed

(2014) **Griffons Around the World** – International cities (Nothing in the US)